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Details of Visit:

Author: trouncer
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 11 Nov 2011 15.30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07766599603

The Premises:

Slightly tired looking house outside but immaculately clean inside. Parking in the driveway is
possible but is also freely available in an adjoining road just around the corner, which I prefer. Good
safe area. Within 3 minutes' drive of J4 of the M40 and well worth a detour!

The Lady:

About 5'8" tall with short blonde hair, beautiful breasts (D cup, I would guess), slightly Junoesque
figure but not by any means fat. Above all a face and a smile that light up the room. Katie is one of
the few women I have met whom I would describe as not just pretty genuinely beautiful 

The Story:

This was the second time I had seen Katie but it will certainly not be the last. A recent experience
with another wg (who thought that the way to get an older client horny was to apply constant
manual friction to his cock) had left me needing the attention of a girl with a more skilful approach.
Katie's involves lying together in a delightful cuddle and engaging in prolonged deep French kissing.
Out of this world! and she seemed happy to keep going as long as I liked. After a bit, I thought it
was time to return the compliment and worked my way South, via those lovely breasts which
responded well to gentle licking, to a lengthy session of reverse oral which was greatly appreciated.
I think she came, though I'm not sure, but there was no doubt that she was thoroughly enjoying
herself which, for me, is a great source of personal enjoyment.

Then it was my turn and I lay back with my legs apart while she gave exquisite lingual attention to
my scrotum and surrounding areas before continuing with some really seriously good OWO until I
had to stop her before it was too late. Back to my level for another DFK session, some more RO,
then on with the condom and a great finish going from mish to doggie and back to mish again. As I
can only cum once in a one hour session, this was all carried out at a leisurely pace but still left time
for a good chat and a cuddle before it was time for me to go. Her English is all self-taught but she
was able to converse on a wide range of subjects and those who regard an adequate command of
English as essential need have no fear. It is some years since I have seen a girl who can press all
my buttons so brilliantly and I strongly recommend her to anyone looking for a truly sensuous
experience. Thank you, Katie.
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